0893472
Vehicle cleaner active clean
Fields for application:
Cleaning foam especially developed for car interior.
Properties:
Efficient and gentle foam-cleaner for all surfaces of your car interior, for example car dashboards,
seats, ceilings and so on. Suitable for all surfaces inner your car. The foams avoid long drying
periods because the product do not sudden the whole cushion too much. Active clean has no
influence on the predetermined breaking points of the airbag. In addition the cleaner leaves a fruity
smell in your car. Because of the good cleaning performance the consumption is very low.
Application:
Spray active clean on a clean and dry cloth and wipe the area you want to clean with it. Especially
the plastic areas can be treated after the cleaning process with cockpit care. Cushions and other
textile areas should be affected by the foam for a short period. Impurities can be removed with a
sponge or a scrubber. For removing a spot it is the best solution to work from the outward to the
inward. The cushions have to be withdraw by suction.
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Technical data:
Content
Package
Chemical basis
Odor
Color
pH-value
Density
Bio-degradable
AOX-free
Silikone-free

500 mL
Aerosol can
Water, soap and glycols
fruity
colorless
7,7
1.05 g/cm3 at 20 °C
Yes
Yes
Yes

Remarks:
Do not use on hot surfaces or in direct sunlight.
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